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CreaTeME - Centre for Excellence in Creative use of Technologies in Music Education 
 

Digitalisation and technologies are considered major driving forces for future developments 
within society in general1 as well as in arts2, and play a key role in Norwegian educational 
policy3. In the area of music, digital technologies have transformed the ways music is made, 
performed, distributed and consumed. The ongoing overarching challenge faced by every music 
education institution, is thus finding a balance between external trends, student needs and 
autonomy, the craft of musicianship, and educational integrity in response to developing 
technology. There is a need for constant development of educational practices responsive to 
such changes, and that prepare students to meet a continuously changing working market.  

Scandinavian countries (and Australia) are at the forefront of popular music pedagogy, 
acknowledged for successfully implementing informal learning strategies, peer-learning and 
do-it-yourself strategies into formal music education4. As demonstrated later, the department 
of popular music (DPM) at the University of Agder (UiA) is a driving force for the continuous 
development of popular music pedagogy. To respond to the need of developing educational 
practices responsive to changes promoted by digitalisation, DPM proposes the establishment of 
Centre for Excellence in Creative use of Technology in Music Education (CreaTeME).  

CreaTeME’s vision is “innovative, inclusive, responsive and responsible use of 
technology in artistic education”, and its primary mission is to become the prime nexus in 
Europe for the development of innovative artistic and pedagogical approaches to technology 
in higher music education. Embedded in the centre’s name (“create me”) is also the DPM 
ambition to help students discover, enable and achieve their artistic expression in synergy with 
technology. The centre will emphasise six core values: (1) education holds multiple purposes; 
(2) students should have a strong sense of ownership of their own learning; (3) technology is a 
non-neutral mediator of human practices; (4) effective education requires a culture of sharing 
knowledge and experiences; (5) musical practices are interhuman activities; and (6) diversity 
and equal opportunities for everyone.   

CreaTeME responds to four major challenges confronted by higher music education due 
to digitalisation: (CH1) technology changes the premises for what counts as musical knowledge 
and creativity; (CH2) technology changes the premises for artistic and pedagogical practices 
for music education; (CH3) technology changes the work market; and (CH4) technology 
challenges social and political structures in music education and in society in general. 
CreaTeME meets these challenges through five work packages (WPs) that develop particular 
areas of practice, guided by its core values. 

By connecting to numerous associated partners (attachment 3), CreaTeME will not only 
draw on existing local expertise and excellence, but also on cross-disciplinary collaboration and 
a wide range of national and international expertise. This sets a basis for utilising CreaTeME’s 
outputs not only within the field of music higher education nationally and internationally, but 
also in other (emerging) fields of study facing similar opportunities – and challenges – related 
to the use of new technologies and adaptations of dynamic pedagogy. For this reason, 
CreaTeME is labelled a centre for excellence rather than a centre of excellence, to emphasise 
its inclusivity and its distributed expertise, innovation and excellence5. 

Part I: Existing Excellence in Education 
DPM’s excellence in education is based on its holistic approach to student-centred learning and 
student partnership. This approach integrates teaching, research, artistic performance and 
industrial collaboration to provide an environment where the student, at different times, takes 
the role of learner, artist, performer, composer, teacher and researcher. This rotation of roles 
and perspectives creates a dynamic community of practice6 in which there is both individual 
ownership of and shared responsibility for learning. Rainer Kern, Director, UNESCO City of 
Music Mannheim, described the innovativeness, excellence and impact of DPM’s education, 
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“The courses taught at UiA are of the utmost quality. Their work has already had an effect not 
only on stages in Europe, but also within wider educational networks.” 
Excellence in Teaching and Curriculum 
Since its establishment in 1991, DPM has continuously grown and expanded its programmes, 
and now hosts 130 bachelor’s and 78 master’s students distributed on specialisations including 
performing music, electronic music, music business and management, songwriting, world 
music, and music teacher education. DPM is proud of, and acknowledged for, maintaining a 
wide range of genres and artistic expressions. In the last two years there has been an exceptional 
growth in number of applicants demonstrating this attractiveness: 2021 numbers for the 
bachelor’s programmes show an increase of 47% compared to the 2013-19 average. As for 
student satisfaction, the last available results from NOKUT’s ‘study barometer’ (from 2020) 
shows exceptionally high overall scores at the bachelor programmes (4.8 compared to the 
national average of 4.1 for comparable programmes). In terms of outputs, DPM’s bachelor 
programmes have the highest degree of completion for comparable programmes in Norway7; 
the dropout-rate on performing master’s programmes was only 5%.  

Engagement with technology has been central to DPM’s educational practices for many 
years. In 2013, DPM established the first specialisation in electronic music in Norway. A 
master’s degree in electronic music began in 2016, attracting students from different 
programmes and institutions both nationally and internationally. Since 2018, all DPM students 
are offered laptop as second instrument, another novel feature in Norwegian higher music 
education. Recognising the artistic and educational challenges in a technology-driven 
environment, a dedicated bachelor programme in electronic music was established in 2020, also 
the first of its kind nationally, making DPM the only institution offering electronic music at 
bachelor, master and PhD level in Norway. The relevance and quality of this programme is 
reflected in the 200% increase in applicants in 2021 compared to the 2013-19 average (for the 
same number of student positions). When designing the curriculum for this programme, a 
student-centred and holistic approach was taken to promote deep learning8, aligning with 
educational policy in Norway9. For example, the course in electronic music history has been 
designed to function as a nexus for several courses, so that other teachers can also draw on 
elements from the same period in electronic music history. This curriculum was designed in 
close collaboration with students and with alumni from the Odderøya Collective (see below), 
and further allows for each group of students to influence how content is emphasised.  

Students at DPM have access to state-of-the-art facilities, including two professional 
recording studios, a dedicated room for immersive 3D audio productions, numerous well-
equipped rooms for rehearsing, and labs for music making with industry-standard software. 
Furthermore, staff members’ innovative engagement with technology has transformed 
pedagogy at DPM. For example, associate Prof. Jon Marius Aareskjold-Drecker developed the 
phone application Unifractal10 in 2019 for students using the recording studio facilities. 
Pointing the phone at a piece of equipment opens a short video tutorial explaining how the 
equipment works. This app is in daily use at DPM, but has also been embraced at other 
educational institutions, several Norwegian hospitals, and within the aquaculture industry, 
showcasing the transferability potential of adopted innovations. Another app, the ‘Training 
Circle’, provides a digital platform and pedagogical framework for teaching and learning to 
play an instrument in public schools of music. This app is developed partly by DPM’s Associate 
Prof. Boo Fredrik Sahlander and Assistant Prof. Eirik Sørbø and is scheduled to be released 
internationally (Scandinavian countries, UK, and Germany) on Speedadmin’s platform in 
January 2024.  

Staff at DPM continuously enhance their pedagogical and didactic skills, e.g. through 
training at UiA's Centre for Teaching and Learning. In addition, based on conclusions from 
MusicQUE (a specialist international quality assurance provider for higher education music 
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performance allied to AEC), DPM offers peer-mentoring in the form of ‘critical friends’11, 
drawing also on the frameworks of Scholarship of Teaching and Learning12. These initiatives 
align with key priorities in the Faculty of Fine Arts' strategy and action plan and with UiA's 
Teaching Excellence Programme and merit award scheme13. Since 2013 and annually, DPM 
has been awarded the status as one of only two signature studies at UiA, due to “the 
programme’s exceptionally high quality and exceptionally good results” (UiA Rector Sunniva 
Whittaker).  

Excellence in Research and Artistic Performance 
DPM hosts the Popular Music Research Unit (PRMU) consisting of five research groups, and 
currently holds 18 PhD research fellow positions contributing to the extensive musicological 
and artistic research that is carried out at the department. Three PhD research fellows are 
explicitly researching pedagogical approaches to technology in higher music education. Nine 
PhD research fellows have an explicit focus on creative use of technology in music, or 
technology’s impact on the music markets. A PhD programme for artistic research was 
established in 2021 in collaboration with the University of Stavanger. Various staff members, 
e.g. Nina Eidsheim14, Eirik Askerøi15, Michael Rauhut16, Daniel Nordgård17 and Stan 
Hawkins18 publish regularly at top international level within fields including popular music 
studies, (popular) musicology, and popular music education. DPM is active in international 
research and professional networks, e.g. European Jazz Network, Nordic Network for Research 
in Music Education, International Association for the Study of Popular Music, European 
Association of Conservatoires, Seadom and Nordplus.  

The proposed head of CreaTeME, Prof. Jan Bang, is a pioneer in the field of electronic 
music through his work with renowned musicians (e.g. Bugge Wesseltoft, Sidsel Endresen, 
David Sylvian, Ensemble Modern), and his national and international reputation is significant. 
Many DPM staff members are highly acclaimed professionals, such as producer and composer 
Erik Ljungren (Musical Director for a-ha), singer/composer Anneli Drecker (Bel Canto, 
Röyksopp), and producer Jon Marius Aareskjold-Drecker (Stargate, Nils Petter Molvær). 
Active students, alumni, and staff are nominated for the Norwegian Grammy annually in a wide 
range of categories, showing how DPM staff and students have the highest level of relevant 
expertise. Through its extensive networks, DPM enjoys access to and collaborations with highly 
acclaimed artists and producers such as Brian Eno (U2, David Bowie, etc.), Daniel Lanois (Bob 
Dylan, Peter Gabriel, etc.), and the interdisciplinary innovator Laurie Anderson. These, and 
many more, have contributed to masterclasses, seminars and workshops sharing their expertise 
with the students. Students are also regularly included in artistic research projects together with 
staff at DPM, resulting in installations, recordings and performances. 
Excellence in Industrial Collaboration and Work-Life Relevance  
DPM collaborates closely with the music industry through initiatives where students explore 
creative practices together with established artists, for example at the Punkt Festival (an 
internationally highly-acclaimed music festival for electronic music) where DPM students 
perform annually, and where in 2021 they composed and performed a commissioned work in 
collaboration with Prof. Jan Bang. DPM students also participate in the festival's 
comprehensive international activities, which involves collaborations with educational 
institutions. DPM’s industry network also includes the Palmesus Festival, Scandinavia's largest 
festival within commercial electronic genres, offering students practice in Kristiansand and at 
its 10 international partner festivals. Staff, alumni and students participate in and contribute to 
key music industry events such as By:larm, Norway's largest music industry event; Havna, the 
annual seminar for songwriters and producers in Norway; and Sørveiv, the most important 
showcase festival in the south of Norway. DPM also arrange workshops with professional 
studios with celebrated music producers and collaborates with Punkt and Kristiansand 
Symphony Orchestra in artistic projects where DPM students ‘live-remix’ the orchestra.  
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DPM further facilitates activities that disseminate students’ artistic output to wider 
audiences, including: the UiArt festival (the graduating performing exam in the form of an 
annual festival, where DPM students perform 110 concerts at commercial venues in 
Kristiansand for two weeks); fully student-driven weekly concerts at a local venue; monthly 
songwriting nights; and semestrial co-writing camps. Students from DPM enter the work 
market in a wide range of areas at the highest national level: some become successful artists, 
musicians, producers, etc. (e.g. DPM alumni are musicians / producers for internationally 
acclaimed artists such as Aurora, Astrid S, KREAM and Bernhoft), while others become music 
teachers, researchers or music policy developers.  

The Odderøya Collective is another exciting initiative to bridge the gap to the work 
market, initiated in 2019 in collaboration with Talent Norway and Cultiva, offering talented 
master’s students and alumni studio facilities in a studio collective on Odderøya island in 
Kristiansand. The project also assists talents in establishing professional careers by supplying 
them with both necessary facilities and a mentor in a stimulating and creative community. An 
initial endeavour was to prevent successful students moving from Kristiansand, and thus keep 
artistic competence local. The community (currently 15 students/alumni) has in turn become an 
important resource for DPM in terms of an interface towards the music industry: community 
students regularly teach at DPM in courses where their expertise is relevant, providing fresh 
and updated perspectives from the current industry trends. Together, these initiatives offer 
students valuable platforms for creative practice in collaboration with peers, staff and 
established professionals, also connecting them to wider society through artistic performances.  

Excellence in Student Partnership 
Students participate in numerous different communities of practice throughout their study to 
learn from both peers and staff, and to engage them not only as students but as owners of their 
own learning. Community is promoted through the close relationships between students and 
staff, one-to-one instrument teaching and a combination of one-to-one and small-group 
teaching. In terms of involvement of students in curriculum development and quality assurance 
of studies, UiA has a well-developed formal quality assurance system, including systems for 
student feedback, as commented in the latest NOKUT evaluation report19. All student groups 
have a selected student representative, who participates in regular meetings with the study 
programme leaders where semesters, workshops and projects are planned. UiA is in the process 
of developing and expanding its student mentoring and teacher assistant programmes and DPM 
enthusiastically engages with this. 

However, these formal structures are only the baseline for student engagement and peer 
learning in DPM. Student partnership is core to enhanced learning at DPM based in both 
research20 and educational policy. It is also a necessary consequence of DPM’s consistent 
engagement with technology. Students entering the programme often have fragmented 
knowledge (due to DIY approaches) and skills, which may include great expertise with a 
particular technology – expertise that may even exceed that of teachers in that given area. 
Responding to these dynamics, staff at DPM continuously develop innovative ways to include 
the students not only as active participants and ‘owners’ of their own learning, but also as 
decisionmakers, instructors and mentors. The emphasis on students’ sense of ownership and 
autonomy is grounded in motivation research21 and critical pedagogy22.  

Through one-to-one instrument teaching, every student gets the freedom to develop 
knowledge and skills of their individual choice. They can also choose from a wide range of 
electives throughout the bachelor’s and master’s programme, to individually construct their 
education. Each semester there is a dedicated workshop week, where workshop content is based 
on student request, and where students participate in workshops of their choice. In all these 
workshops, students and alumni with relevant expertise are active as instructors and assistants, 
in addition to staff and external professionals. Students from different programmes exchange 
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their expertise by teaching across programmes. Such practices and developments are guided by 
the TPCK model23, emphasising the importance of knowledge on content, pedagogy and 
technology. DPM also has a fully student-driven conference (Music Nest), run by students of 
the Music Management Master’s programme.  

While some similar practices can be found at other music education institutions, DPM 
is currently exploring even deeper student involvement through a project funded by HK-dir 
aiming to involve students in numerous parts of relevant courses, from the selection of content 
and learning activities to innovative ways of using formative peer assessment, in a dynamic 
pedagogy. Crucially, the project uses the students’ collective existing knowledge and creative 
practices as a starting point; it incorporates the students’ potentially unique expertise into the 
course, and it involves an extensive mentoring system from peers at later stages in the 
programme. Independent of this project, master’s students and alumni, particularly from the 
Odderøya Collective, are regularly used as teachers in the programmes, to include updated 
perspectives from current practices.  

Practice in music business and entrepreneurship is integrated in DPM’s teaching 
through guest lectures from professional music industry stakeholders, participation in music 
business conferences and by encouraging and supporting student-initiated entrepreneurship 
such as management, labels, or event and concert promoters. Students actively work with music 
and music entrepreneurship in a way that integrates it with the studies24. DPM is proud to have 
hosted the annual Kristiansand Roundtable Conference25 since 2007, an invite-only event for 
international music business stakeholders attracting some of the most influential names in 
music business, and which is organised by the students at DPM together with Associate Prof. 
Daniel Nordgård and Prof. Bendik Hofseth. In extension of this conference, DPM students have 
also prepared and organised the aforementioned regional music business conference Sørveiv. 
CreaTeME will further merge practice between the music management students and the 
performing students to develop an entrepreneurial hub that positions both types of students with 
the best chance to establish their musical careers.  

In addition to their inclusion in planning of studies, students and alumni have been 
involved from the very start of developing CreaTeME, through participation in application 
workgroups and numerous individual meetings. Further, a team of three students was hired to 
prepare a report based on feedback and suggestions from their peers, to present the students’ 
vision of CreaTeME. This team reached their peers through visiting classes, talking to persons 
of particular interest individually, producing a video posed on social media to reach more 
students, and through a dedicated day where all DPM students were invited to participate in 
brainstorming. This student report has been highly influential in refining this proposal.  

DPM’s combination of explicit research on pedagogical approaches to technology in 
music education26, the extensive musicological and artistic output, active students and alumni, 
and close connections to the work market, already marks DPM out as internationally 
distinguished. Hosting a centre for excellence in Education is a natural next step for DPM and 
provides the necessary additional resources for further development and spreading of 
innovative practices, relevant not only to music performance, but also to other fields 
characterised by fast development and unique expertise amongst students. 

Part II – The centre plan 
Centre management 
 

CreaTeME will be headed by Director Prof. Jan Bang and Co-director Assistant Prof. Hilde 
Norbakken, leading the centre management group. Prof. Bang is an experienced project 
leader, having organised and arranged the Punkt Festival annually since 2005. The centre 
management group will oversee the day-to-day management of the centre and report to the 
centre board, which holds the governance responsibility, through semestrial meetings. As the 
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WPs are overlapping, and also integrated in DPM, close and continuous dialogue between 
CreaTeME and DPM will be prioritised via monthly meetings between the centre management 
group, head of DPM and the study programme leaders. The advisory board boasts varied 
national and international expertise (attachment 4). In particular, the Director of CEMPE 
(Centre of Excellence in music performance) will ensure input on how CreaTeME can draw on 
and continue the work and experiences made at CEMPE. Each WP has a unique representative 
in the advisory board (see WP descriptions), ensuring relevant expertise at the highest level. 
The members of the reference group will provide input from various perspectives through 
individual meetings with relevant members of the centre board: associated partners (APs) on 
how projects are designed and executed; stakeholders on how the centre effectively can produce 
relevant outputs; and ‘Kraft’ (a think tank focused on art’s value in society) on how to raise 
staff and students’ awareness of art’s role in society. A dedicated dissemination team will 
work continuously on disseminating centre output. Additionally, the student innovation team 
will consist exclusively of alumni and active students, including the Odderøya Collective. This 
group will generate input and ideas from the students’ perspective and be responsible for 
engaging a broader group of students in the centre’s activities and will (in addition to being 
paid) have an annual budget to execute ideas. DPM will provide the necessary locations for the 
centre’s staff and activities. CreaTeME is a central part of the strategic plan for the Faculty of 
Fine Arts and is also strongly supported by the university administration, as reflected in their 
co-funding.   
CreaTeME Work Packages 
Maintaining relevance in a continuously changing music reality is a challenge for all music 
education institutions. Therefore, the WPs will conduct research on, through and with music 
technology, to develop and disseminate knowledge and practices about the design of pedagogic 
environments that are facilitative of high-quality learning. While popular music and electronic 
music is DPM’s particular field of expertise, CreaTeME’s activities extend to and include other 
musical genres (e.g. jazz and classical music), artistic expressions (e.g. music and picture) and 
even disciplines (e.g. e-sport), as reflected in our APs (see attachment 3). Collectively, the WPs 
respond to the previously addressed challenges and cover major parts of the field of music 
education. While they have separate foci, there will be substantial overlaps, dialogues, and 
collaborations across the WPs to prevent them from becoming silos (core value 4). WP leaders 
have been designated based on their relevant artistic, educational and research expertise and are 
all staff at DPM and the Faculty of Fine Arts, to ensure an intimate, two-way connection 
between DPM expertise and CreaTeME innovations. Two PhD candidates will immediately be 
enrolled in CreaTeME at start-up and two more will be enrolled (one in September 2023 and 
one in September 2024), to ensure our activities are underpinned by relevant research. Each 
WP will have a student assistant position to ensure student partnership, 

• Director: Jan Bang
• Co-director
• Administrator
• Dissemination officer
• WP leaders
• WP student representatives

• Associated Partners
• Stakeholder’s representatives
• ‘Kraft’

Advisory Board Centre Management Group Reference Group

Dissemination team

Student innovation team

• Dissemination officer
• Staff representative
• Student representative

• 5 students

• Leader: Prof. Duncan Lawson
• Director of CEMPE (CoE)
• Former leader of AEC
• Prof. at Norwegian Film School
• Acclaimed Norwegian Artist 
• Prof. at Griffith University (WP1)
• Prof. at Goldsmiths (WP2)
• Prof. at Jyske Royal Academy (WP3) 
• Director of Engage (WP4)
• Director of FUTURED (WP5)
• 2 student representatives

Centre Board: UiA Rector, MatRIC Director, Faculty Dean, Head of DPM, CreaTeME Director and Co-director
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and all projects initiated within the WPs, including those in collaboration with APs, will include 
active student participation.   

CreaTeME Responsive Pedagogies (WP1) 
As musical knowledge is increasingly programmed into the music software, there has been a 
shift in what is considered relevant knowledge and creativity, and what is ‘outsourced’ to the 
technology. For example, institutions providing higher music education have traditionally 
functioned as gatekeepers to what constitutes musical knowledge and creativity. Today, 
software designers are to an increasing degree inhabiting this role. DIY strategies and online 
resources enable music students to become experts in particular technologies or genres prior to 
entering higher education, but also fragments the entry-level competences of students. 
CreaTeME seeks to empower students to share their expertise as part of the collaborative 
learning in which all students at DPM are engaged, and functions as a door-opener rather than 
a gatekeeper. 

WP1 responds to these changes by establishing and developing new teaching methods 
and pedagogical structures. These structures need to remain flexible and dynamic whilst 
providing the necessary craftsmanship for the students to meet the ever-changing requirements 
of the artistic labour market. WP1 leader is Associate Prof. Eirik Askerøi, with particular 
expertise in popular music education. The advisory board representative is Prof. Andrew Brown 
from Griffith University in Australia, also one of WP1’s APs. Griffith University is a world-
leading institution on popular music education, built on decades of experience with extensive 
peer learning and peer assessment27 28. Another AP for WP1 is the Department of Music, Art 
and Culture Studies at the University of Jyväskylä (JYU, Finland), hosting a Centre of 
Excellence (CoE) in Game Culture Studies. JYU is a member of FORTHEM, a European 
University alliance, also including UiA. As e-sport and gaming education are also heavily 
technology-driven with students entering programmes with potentially high expertise, 
collaboration with this CoE focuses on pedagogy for activating student expertise.  

 
 

Deliverables 
 

Indicators of success Target: Impact 

Implement innovative teaching methods 
and learning strategies at DPM that: 
- tackle fragmented pre-knowledge 
- activate student expertise 

Utilisation of these methods in 
courses at DPM and other 
institutions within the project period. 
5 publications on experiences from 
using these methods and strategies. 

Students: improved learning and 
integration. 
Teaching staff: using new teaching 
methods. 
Academic community: new 
knowledge. 

CH1: Technology changes
the premises for musical
knowledge and skills

CH2: Technology changes
the premises for artistic and 
pedagogical practices

CH3: Technology changes
the work market

CH4: Technology 
challenges social and 
political structures

WP1: Responsive
pedagogies

WP2: New ways of
using technology

WP4: Artistic
entrepreneurship

WP5: Responsible
education

WP3: New ways of making
and performing music

Establish and develop new teaching methods and 
pedagogical structures

Engage with emerging technological trends and 
explore their creative and pedagogical potential

Explore entrepreneurship as an integrated part of music 
education, allowing students to develop an entrepreneurial 
mindset fruitful to cope with emerging markets

Address the institutional responsibility of universities
to educate engaged and responsible citizens, and actively
work to include minority groups into music education

Explore technology that promotes creativity and 
collaboration, and connect music students across
musical genres, institutions, and nations

Challenge WP Response Objective

Education holds 
multiple purposes

Student 
ownership

Technology 
as mediator

Culture of
sharing

Musical practices
as interhuman

Diversity and 
equal opportunities

Core
values

2 3

1 3

2 4 5

1 3

1 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

5

4 5

6
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Implement use of MOSO (digital 
platform for observation-based 
teaching), 360-degree video and VR for 
supervision, mentoring, teaching, peer-
learning and assessment. 

Utilisation of these tools in courses 
at DPM and other institutions within 
the project period. 
5 publications on experiences from 
using these methods and strategies. 

Students: increased ownership of 
their learning through increased peer 
learning and assessment. 
Staff: using new, individualisable 
tools for teaching and assessment. 
Academic co.: new knowledge. 

Artistic CPD (Continuous Professional 
Development) courses, based on the two 
abovementioned deliverables, for:  
- Staff members at music ed. institutions 
- Freelancers (free of charge) 

Two courses are designed and 
delivered. Staff from at least 4 
institutions participate.  
CPD for freelancers are full by end-
2026.  

Staff: using new teaching methods 
in combination with new tools. 
Freelancers: increased 
employability. 

Drop-in support with student assistants, 
including framework for training of 
student assistants. 

Drop-in is running by end of 2023, 
with 25% students using the service 
by the end of the project period. 

Students at DPM: increased peer-
support, development of valuable 
career skills. 

CreaTeME new ways of using technology (WP2) 
Developing technology provides unexplored possibilities and promotes new creative practices 
driven by these technologies. For example, artificial intelligence (AI) based on machine 
learning and neural networks is now able to improvise and compose music, and researchers and 
artists explore ways to perform and compose music deploying AI as a collaborator. Emerging 
technologies provide composers and producers with new possibilities for composition and 
arrangements within immersive 3D audio formats. This again is transferrable to the exploration 
of work in mixed realities such as Virtual Reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR), where 
headsets with advanced audio-visual features and headtracking are becoming mainstream 
consumer technology. Likewise, advanced software, electronic components and 3D printing 
technologies provide musicians with new possibilities of creative practice where the interaction 
with an electronic software instrument can also be through a non-traditional interface created 
by the musician themself. This WP engages with new and emerging technological trends, 
creatively and pedagogically. WP leader is Associate Prof. Jon Marius Aareskjold (developer 
of Unifractal), and its advisory board member is Prof. Mark d’Inverno from Goldsmith 
(University of London). Goldsmiths is also an AP connected to this WP and will contribute 
with their expertise on AI in music to relevant projects. AP Center for Computing in Science 
Education (CoE in Norway) will contribute to develop pedagogy for using programming 
creatively in higher music education, as will AP section for music technology at NTNU. This 
WP provides interdisciplinary opportunities within both knowledge creation, artistic research 
and entrepreneurship.  
 

Deliverables Indicators of success 
 

Target: Impact 
Artistic research projects, creative 
strategies and innovative teaching 
methods for using state-of-the-art 
technology, DIY electronics and 
visual programming in modern 
musicianship. 

Students that design and program 
their own instruments or effects by 
end-2024. 
5 publications on the educational 
potential using these technologies. 

Students: enhanced and individualised 
creativity in artistic expression. 
Staff: use innovative teaching methods. 
Academic co.: new knowledge. 
Public: innovative performances and 
compositions. 

Student-led concerts and installations 
that explore audience participation 
through technologies.  

Annual concerts from DPM and its 
APs, where staff, students and 
researchers collaborate in using 
technology to activate the audience 
in performances and installations.   

Students: capable of including their 
audience as active participants. 
Public: active participation in 
performances and installations. 

Gear-library: establish a student-
defined ‘library’ of relevant 
equipment that students can explore.  

Library in active use by 2024.  Students: better capacities to choose 
technologies that best suits their artistic 
expression. 

CreaTeME new ways of making and performing music (WP3) 
Whereas WP2 looks at technology as an independent instrument and medium in making music, 
the focus in WP3 is on working with artists and musicians using ‘traditional’ instruments (such 
as violin, electric guitar, or drums): how technology is used as part of their musicianship, both 
as an integrated part of their artistic practices, and as a tool for training and collaborations. 
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Technology further holds the potential to bridge the gap between music making and 
performance29, and to merge various forms of musicianship. This WP explores technological 
solutions that promote creativity and collaboration in music making and performance, and 
connects music students across musical genres, institutions and nations. The theoretical 
framework evolves around informal learning strategies in formal popular music education30 31 
and creativity theory in higher music education32.  

WP leader is Associate Prof. and Norwegian artist Torun Eriksen, and advisory board 
representative Signe Bisgaard from Jyske Royal Academy of Music (Denmark). This academy, 
the largest Nordic institution for electronic music, is AP for WP3 along with AP Saint Louis 
College of Music (Rome, Italy) and together they will execute artistic projects in collaboration 
with CreaTeME, using new technology in combination with traditional instruments. WP3 also 
collaborates with APs Norwegian Film School on music for picture and Leeds Conservatoire 
(UK) on remote co-creation.   

 

Deliverables 
 

Indicators of success Target: Impact 
Several national networks for innovative 
use of technology for designated 
instruments. Shared teaching resources.  
Videos for each in instrument in the 
“when I…” online resource library (see 
dissemination strategy). 

Active networks for at least 5 
instruments by end-2024. 
DPM and APs deliver at least 20 
“When I...” annual videos in total, 
connecting technology to 
instruments.   

Students: better and broader teaching 
Staff: collaborations across institutions 
on innovative use of technology with 
instruments. 
Staff and students: access to resources 
through the “when I...” library. 

Technical solutions, creative strategies, 
and innovative pedagogy for remote co-
creation. 

2 annual remote co-creation 
projects with WP3 APs (2023 and 
2024). From 2025 onward, these 
are integrated in DPM and AP 
programmes. From 2025 onwards, 
DPM and AP host workshops on 
remote co-creation. 4 publications 
on remote co-creation.  

 
Students: collaborate effectively over 
distance and extend their national and 
international networks.  
Staff: include remote co-creation into 
courses. 
Academic co.: new knowledge. 
 

Implement a 60 ECT programme at 
DPM, emphasising: improvisation with 
technology; merging of genres (such as 
classical music, jazz, etc.); and threshold 
technologies (technologies merging 
studio practices with live performances). 

Live Electronics (the 60 ECT 
programme) is active by end-
2023. 

Students: actively use technology in 
improvisational performance. 

Student-driven productions, concerts and 
installations with APs or other 
collaborators.  

Active artistic student-driven 
projects with all APs (in WP3) by 
end-2023.  
2 co-written publications with 
each AP in WP3 within the 
project period, 6 in total. 

Students: increased employability due 
to valuable and relevant experiences.  
Staff: actively use teaching methods 
related to performance and 
compositional practice. 
Academic co.: new knowledge. 

Expand the Odderøya Collective to also 
include international alumni who are 
offered “artist in residence” funding. 

20% of the Collective are 
international “artists in residence” 
by 2025. Each artist participates in 
minimum five DPM-related 
events during their stay.  

Collective members: develop and share 
artistic knowledge and skills and 
expand their international network.  
DPM: gains access to international 
competence.  

CreaTeME artistic entrepreneurship (WP4) 
WP4 follows two related approaches responding to digital change and both suggesting the need 
to adjust music education in accordance with (1) changes in business models, markets and 
value-chains, and (2) new and more complex competences required by musicians and artists33. 
A significant feature following digitalisation of the music industries is the transformation 
towards a more artist-centred economy34 in which specialised tasks, previously handled by 
professional intermediaries, are now handled by the artist themself35. This WP mainly responds 
to how technology changes the work market (CH3), both in terms of where income is generated 
and who receives it, who the stakeholders are and how power is distributed36, and how 
marketing and branding are performed37. The digital music market is volatile and complex, 
requiring flexibility and agility from its stakeholders. Participants in these shifting markets need 
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artistic skills, an entrepreneurial mindset as well as artistic skills and the ability to adapt to new 
trends, as also recognised in general Norwegian education policy38.  

WP leader is Associate Prof. Daniel Nordgård, and advisory board representative Prof. 
Øystein Widding, director of Engage, (world leading CoE in entrepreneurship at NTNU), also 
an AP. Engage will contribute with their expertise to establish a national network for 
entrepreneurship in music education and to the development of seminars, workshops and 
courses. Other AP contributing to these endeavours are Norwegian Live Music Association and 
Association for Independent Labels in Norway, which collectively cover major sections of the 
Norwegian music business, providing WP4 with relevant, updated hands-on experience. The 
WP will build on Engage’s educational framework39, entrepreneurship pedagogy and the local 
expertise of the Centre for Entrepreneurship at UiA.  
 

Deliverables 
 

Indicators of success Target: Impact 
Artistic projects, pedagogical methods 
and seminars to expand students’ notion 
of value, success and failure, and 
entrepreneurship as value creation. 

5 artistic projects and 5 
workshops/seminars addressing 
value/success/failure and value 
creation by end-2025. 

Students: extended notion of value, 
success and failure, while realising 
artistic value creation through 
entrepreneurship. 

An annual case challenge focusing on job 
opportunities, new technology and 
emerging markets, challenging students to 
embrace uncertainty. 

30 students from 5 universities 
participating in the challenge by end-
2026. 

Students: develop an 
entrepreneurial mindset that helps 
them navigate in emergent markets. 

Develop a 10 ECTS course challenging 
students to act entrepreneurially outside 
the university, creating new value through 
an innovation or a new organisation. 

Development of 5 student ventures 
annually by end-2025. 

Students: empowered to create new 
ventures and promote new value for 
someone else. 

Establish a network for developing 
entrepreneurship in music education 
institutions.  

Establish an active network with 6 
Norwegian universities by end-2024. 
Expand to Scandinavian universities 
by end-2025, and from other 
European countries by end-2027.  

Teachers: gaining new knowledge 
and a supportive network 
enhancing future entrepreneurship 
education for music students. 

CreaTeME responsible education (WP5) 
Technology challenges societal and political structures (for example by enabling and 
amplifying research abuse and support for conspiracy theories) and traditionally contributes to 
maintaining gender imbalance and lack of diversity in music education40. However, technology 
also enables access41 and critical responsibility in education42. Addressing technology in 
responsible music education thus both implies awareness of critical dimensions and 
opportunities to address responsible education through technology.  

WP5 addresses the institutional responsibility of universities to educate engaged and 
responsible citizens43, and to actively work to recruit under-represented groups into music 
education. It includes perspectives from music and health44, community music45, and socially-
engaged artistic practices46 47. WP5 seeks to recruit a demographically more representative 
student body, develop content and models for how music education can foster inclusion and 
societal responsibility, and exploring how students can contribute to an inclusive and 
responsible field of practice when completing their education as music professionals.  

WP leaders are Associate Prof. Hege Beckmann and Associate Prof. Tormod Wallem 
Anundsen, and advisory board representative is Prof. Catharina Christophersen, director of 
FUTURED (€1.2M project on future music teacher education). The APs are: the Genus Project 
(a collaboration between UiA, Jyske Royal Academy of Music, and University of Malmö) 
which has developed a hands-on toolbox for increasing diversity in higher music education; 
AKKS (a national organisation promoting diversity in music education and business in 
Norway); Department of Teacher Education at NTNU, who will collaborate on projects 
aligning CreaTeME outputs with the interests of future music teachers; and ‘Kraft’ (think tank 
for arts role in society) who will develop how students can become practitioners who reflect on 
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how art can create value in society. CreaTeME will also draw on the local pedagogical expertise 
of UiA PULS: Centre for Teaching and Learning.  

 

Deliverables 
 

Indicators of success Target: Impact 
Artistic projects, pedagogical methods, 
workshops, and seminars addressing 
critical thinking, democratic principles, 
inclusion, and art in society.  

CreaTeME and APs will initiate 4 artistic 
projects, 4 seminars and 4 workshops 
based on deliverables by end-2025.  
 

Students: increased commitment 
to critical thinking, democratic 
principles, inclusion, and art’s 
role in society. 

“Be the change: task force #1:”  
Visit Scandinavian institutions to 
develop and promote tools for increased 
diversity through seminars and 
workshops. 

Genus Project and CreaTeME will send 
‘task forces’ to visit at least 5 educational 
institutions in Scandinavia annually from 
2024.   
2 publications on these experiences.  

Staff and students: use hands-on 
tools to increase gender balance 
and diversity at their institutions. 
Academic co.: new knowledge. 

“Be the change: task force #2:”  
a diverse group of students visit 
Scandinavian schools to perform music 
and give workshops on creative use of 
music technology. 

Genus Project, AKKS, and CreaTeME 
will send ‘task forces’ to visit at least 15 
schools in Scandinavia (5 in each 
country) annually from 2024.  

Children and adolescents: can use 
technology creatively, and are 
exposed to diverse role models 
leading to a more diverse student 
body in higher music education. 

Develop and implement a 10 ECTS 
course on music and health, including 
musicians' physical and mental health, 
and inclusive perspectives on the 
professional musician's roles in society 

The course is developed and successfully 
implemented in 2024.  
Publications on experiences in 2026.  

Students: maintain sustainable 
careers by taking care of their 
own health. Have inclusive 
perspectives on their role in 
society.   

Overall assessment and revision of 
music programmes at UiA in relation to 
inclusion and responsible music 
education and practices. 

Implementing the above deliverables to 
student recruitment, study content, and 
future career perspectives. Revision 
finished by 2025, changes implemented 
by 2026.  

UiA: increased percentage of 
minority group students in music 
programmes.  

Measures of change and added value 
To ensure that new innovations go from initial exploration and research towards embedded 
practices48, our theory of change addresses how excellence and innovation (bridgeheads) 
explored through the centre’s activities can be further developed, evaluated, disseminated and 
widely implemented in practice to produce the desired impact. Indicators of success are a key 
tool in our theory of change and will be monitored by the centre board, which will 
systematically evaluate the achievements. Evidence for impact will be derived through 
interviews and observations, e.g. freelancers will be interviewed one year after their 
participation in CPD courses on whether they actively use content from these courses to become 
more attractive in the work market; students will be asked 3-7 years after entering the work 
market whether (and how) they still use CreaTeME strategies for learning and artistic 
expression; teachers will be asked whether CreaTeME technical solutions and teaching methods 
are in regular use; and numbers of minority group applicants will be observed.  
Dissemination strategy 
CreaTeME does not conceptualise dissemination as a separate activity but rather as an integral 
part of the Centre. The underlying model of DPM’s existing educational excellence is one of a 
learning community where traditional boundaries are blurred, power structures can be inverted, 
and roles are more fluid. CreaTeME will, through its function as a nexus of a network of APs, 
extend this community of practice to popular music educators and students across the world. 
Dissemination and shared ownership of learning (core value 2 and 4) are integral parts of an 
effective community. Our wide-ranging APs and even wider academic networks will enact the 
integrated dissemination that is a central part of our modus operandi. Our students, too, as active 
members of the community, have a vital role in dissemination, both student-to-student (e.g. 
through interactions with students from other institutions at music festivals) and student-to-staff 
as they share their own expertise. A dissemination team will monitor and evaluate the 
effectiveness of the inherent activity, to continuously find new ways to spread CreaTeME 
results, and to step in with special initiatives should any areas of weakness be identified. 
CreaTeME’s emphasis on dissemination is reflected in the budget.   
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There will be substantial artistic output from the centre’s activities. Outputs from WP2, 
3 & 4 include a variety of artistic research formats such as installations, compositions, 
productions and concerts from both students and staff. In 2027, the CreaTeME Festival will be 
arranged, a three-day combined music festival and conference. Here, collaborative projects 
initiated by CreaTeME and APs will perform their artistic outputs during the evenings, holding 
seminars and workshops connected to their performances during the day. In the second period 
of funding (2028-33), the CreaTeME Festival will be arranged more frequently across Europe, 
making it a central part of the dissemination strategy.  

CPD courses (WP1) will be designed in a way that utilises technology artistically, both 
to motivate potential participants (institutional staff, as freelancers, also often have parallel 
artistic careers) and as a dissemination strategy towards wider audiences. The artistic output 
from the centre’s activities combined with its emphasis on technology provides a unique basis 
for successfully reaching well beyond higher music education. WP4 output on innovative 
promotion not only prepares students to enter the work market successfully, but also to be 
integrated as part of CreaTeME’s dissemination strategy. Students’ expertise in use of social 
media will play a vital role; such platforms are an increasingly important way to promote both 
artistic activities and research output.  

Fundamental to our strategy is the two-way sharing of ideas, knowledge and practices.  
CreaTeME will organise workshops, ideas exchanges and knowledge parliaments hosted at 
locations throughout the wider Scandinavian community of practice (and possibly beyond).  
Central to CreaTeME’s dissemination strategy is to establish the concept “When I…” - an 
online resource library of short videos/podcasts with two foci: one for presenting creative 
artistic strategies (“when I create, I often…”), and one for presenting teaching practices and 
pedagogical approaches (“when I teach, I often…”). CreaTeME and APs will produce short 
movies of “When I…” methods and strategies, populating the library. The real power of 
CreaTeME’s approach lies in making open calls to educators and students from any relevant 
institution. The goal is to develop an international community for exchanging ideas, where both 
students and educators can comment on and discuss the videos, suggesting further 
enhancements to the videos presented or share their experiences of applying these ideas.  

CreaTeME will of course use established instruments for information sharing such as a 
dynamic website providing information about the centre’s projects, funding opportunities and 
publications. This will be supplemented by a regular e-newsletter. Results and outputs will be 
disseminated through relevant, peer-reviewed academic channels including anthologies and 
journals such as Journal for Music, Technology & Education, Journal for Popular Music 
Education, and International Association for the Study of Popular Music. CreaTeME will also 
disseminate their results at national and international conferences and seminars, and will 
additionally arrange conferences, seminars, and workshops, both at the centre but also hosted 
by, and in collaboration with, our APs. CreaTeME will also build on other CoE’s successful 
initiatives for dissemination, such as panel ‘talks’ found at several CoEs. CreaTeME will make 
a similar concept (CreaTeME talks), where the WPs rotate on setting the agenda in 
collaboration with students and APs. Each ‘CreaTeME talk’ will be released as a podcast 
episode. 

While the prime focus of CreaTeME falls on higher music education, its potential 
impact goes well beyond the field of music education, to the wider field of arts education and 
to education in general. For example, educational fields that engage with developing technology 
(such as e-sport, coding or app design) can implement CreaTeME outputs on activation of 
student expertise, and the tools disseminated by ‘task force #1’ for inclusion and diversity are 
widely relevant. Consequently, while the dissemination strategy of CreaTeME will keep its 
main emphasis on music education, it will also aim at reaching a broader range of educational 
fields with relevant results and outputs. 
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- Contact: Tone Østerdal: https://www.konsertarrangor.no/organisasjonen/kontakt/  

Palmesus Music Festival (Norway): https://www.palmesus.com  
- Contact: Leif Fosslie : https://www.palmesus.com/informasjon/kontakt  

Punkt Festival (Norway): https://punktfestival.no  
- Contact: Jan Bang: https://www.uia.no/kk/profil/janba  

Saint Louis College of Music: (Italy) https://www.slmc.it  
- Contact: Luca Proietti: https://www.slmc.it/docenti/luca-proietti/  

Section for Music Technology, NTNU (Norway): https://www.ntnu.no/musikk/musikkteknologi   
- Contact: Trond Engum: https://www.ntnu.no/ansatte/trond.engum   



 

  

Attachment 4 
Board Members 
All board members are confirmed.  
 

Advisory Board 
Duncan Lawson – Professor at Coventry University (UK, male)  
Ellen Mikalsen Stabell – Director of CEMPE (CoE, Norway, female) 
Lars Andersson – Malmö Academy of Music, former leader of AEC (Sweden, male) 
Beate Lech – Acclaimed Norwegian artist (Norway, female) 
Trond Lossius – Professor at Norwegian Film School (Norway, male) 
Andrew Brown – Griffith University (WP1 representative, Australia, male) 
Mark d’Inverno – Goldsmiths (University of London) (WP2 rep., UK, male) 
Signe Bisgaard – The Royal Academy of Music (DK) (WP3 rep., Denmark, female) 
Øystein Widding – Engage (CoE, Norway) (WP4 rep., Norway, male) 
Catharina Christophersen – Director of FUTURED (WP5 rep., Norway, female) 
2 student representatives 
 
Centre Board 
Sunniva Whittaker – Rector at UiA (female) 
Prof. Thomas Gjesteland – Director of MatRIC (CoE, male) 
Marit Wergeland – Dean at the Faculty of Fine Arts (UiA, female) 
Erik Gunvaldsen – Head of Department of Popular Music (UiA, male)  
Prof. Jan Bang – Director of CreaTeME (male) 
Hilde Norbakken – Co-director of CreaTeME (female) 
2 student representatives  
 
  



Attachment 5 
(5 pages)

CreaTeME - Center for Excellence in Creative use of Technology in Music Education
BUDGET OVERVIEW

NOK - Norwegian kroner Budget 2023 Budget 2024 Budget 2025 Budget 2026 Budget 2027
 Funding from 

HK-dir 

 Institutional 
funding 2023-

2027 
Total Distribution

Direct and Indirect Costs
Direct costs 3 046 000        2 465 000        2 551 000        2 641 000        2 733 000        13 436 000         26 141 000         39 577 000         50 %
Indirect costs 1 160 000        939 000            972 000            1 006 000        1 041 000        5 118 000            13 056 000         18 174 000         23 %
SUM - Direct and Indirect Costs 4 206 000        3 404 000        3 523 000        3 647 000        3 774 000        18 554 000         39 197 000         57 751 000         74 %
Operational costs
Procurement of services 1 348 000        578 000            663 000            569 000            635 000            3 793 000            -                            3 793 000            5 %
Procurement of equipment 750 000            340 000            244 000            249 000            203 000            1 786 000            -                            1 786 000            2 %
Other operational costs 2 596 000        2 619 000        2 694 000        2 772 000        3 413 000        14 094 000         1 000 000            15 094 000         19 %
SUM - Operational costs 4 694 000        3 537 000        3 601 000        3 590 000        4 251 000        19 673 000         1 000 000            20 673 000         26 %
Total 8 900 000        6 941 000        7 124 000        7 237 000        8 025 000        38 227 000         40 197 000         78 424 000         100 %

Financial Plan
NOK - Norwegian kroner Budget 2023 Budget 2024 Budget 2025 Budget 2026 Budget 2027 Total Distribution
Funding from HK-dir 8 900 000        6 941 000        7 124 000        7 237 000        8 025 000        38 227 000         48,7 %
Own funding 7 502 000        9 235 000        9 210 000        7 182 000        6 068 000        39 197 000         50,0 %
Other public funding -                        250 000            250 000            250 000            250 000            1 000 000            1,3 %
Private funding 0 0 %
International funding 0 0 %
Total      16 402 000      16 426 000      16 584 000      14 669 000      14 343 000          78 424 000 100 %
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CreaTeME - Center for Excellence in Creative use of Technology in Music Education
BUDGET DETAILS - cost type

Direct and indirect costs 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Total Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Finance source

Director, 30%, ltr 76 (Jan Bang) 423 950            438 789            454 146            470 041            486 493            2 273 420            1 552 705            720 715                HK-dir
Co-director, 30% , ltr 72  (Hilde Norbakken) 401 907            415 973            430 532            445 601            461 197            2 155 210            1 434 495            720 715                UiA
Centre coordinator, 55%, ltr.67 518 103            536 237            555 005            574 430            594 535            2 778 311            2 362 451            415 859                UiA
WP Leader cost, financed by HK-dir 211 975            219 394            227 073            235 021            243 246            1 136 710            776 352                360 358                HK-dir
WP Leader cost, financed by UiA 1 220 416        1 263 130        1 307 340        1 353 097        1 400 455        6 544 437            4 382 291            2 162 146            UiA
WP Co-Leader cost, financed by HK-dir 535 875            554 631            574 043            594 135            614 929            2 873 613            1 912 660            960 954                HK-dir
WP Co-Leader cost, financed by UiA 2 009 533        2 079 866        2 152 662        2 228 005        2 305 985        10 776 051         7 209 948            3 566 102            UiA
Dissemination Officer, 25% ltr 70 238 316            246 657            255 290            264 225            273 473            1 277 959            1 088 932            189 027                HK-dir
Dissemination Team, staff member, 10% ltr 70 95 326               98 663               102 116            105 690            109 389            511 184                435 573                75 611                   UiA
Curriculum revision 80 000               80 000               40 000               -                        -                        200 000                133 119                66 881                   UiA
10 credit course 125 000            250 000            375 000                249 598                125 402                UiA
10 credit course 125 000            250 000            375 000                249 598                125 402                UiA
Live electronics (60 credits) 200 000            200 000                133 119                66 881                   HK-dir
Semestrial workshops  on technology, critical thinking & citizenship 140 000            144 900            149 972            155 221            160 653            750 745                499 691                251 054                UiA
CPD courses freelancers 600 000            250 000            258 750            267 806            277 179            1 653 736            1 100 716            553 019                HK-dir
CPD courses institutional staff 600 000            250 000            258 750            267 806            277 179            1 653 736            1 100 716            553 019                HK-dir
PhD fellowships,   - shared WP costs 1 190 000        1 231 650        956 091            3 377 741            2 106 121            1 271 620            UiA
PhD fellowships,   - shared WP costs 1 190 000        1 231 650        956 091            3 377 741            2 106 121            1 271 620            UiA
PhD fellowships,   - shared WP costs -                        410 550            1 274 758        1 319 374        1 024 164        4 028 846            2 512 104            1 516 742            UiA
PhD fellowships,   - shared WP costs 396 667            1 231 650        1 274 758        989 531            3 892 605            2 427 154            1 465 451            UiA
Student assistents in WPs, 50% - shared WP costs (5 students x 10%) 303 475            314 097            325 090            336 468            348 245            1 627 374            1 249 320            378 054                HK-dir
Student innovation group, (5 students x 10%) 303 475            314 097            325 090            336 468            348 245            1 627 374            1 249 320            378 054                HK-dir
Student representatives in centre boards. 10 000               10 350               10 712               11 087               11 475               53 625                   33 437                   20 188                   UiA
Student assistents in Drop-in (8 students, 15%) 728 340            753 832            780 216            807 524            835 787            3 905 698            2 998 369            907 329                HK-dir
Dissemination Team, student, 10% ltr 43 60 695               62 819               65 018               67 294               69 649               325 475                276 758                48 717                   HK-dir
Total direct and indirect costs 11 708 053     12 638 934     12 733 501     10 828 823     9 842 279        57 751 590         39 580 667         18 170 923         

Procurement of services 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Total Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Finance source

Advisory board meetings, twice a year, 10 members 184 000            190 440            197 105            204 004            211 144            986 694                HK-dir
Centre management board (10 internal,  1 eksternal) 44 000               45 540               47 134               48 784               50 491               235 948                HK-dir
Training of Drop-in student assistants 80 000               50 000               51 750               53 561               55 436               290 747                HK-dir
Technical solutions for peer assessment, one-to-one teaching etc. 150 000            30 000               31 050               32 137               33 262               276 448                HK-dir
Technical solutions for remote co-creation 80 000               20 000               10 000               10 000               10 000               130 000                HK-dir
Webpage add-on for "When I" concept 150 000            50 000               51 750               53 561               55 436               360 747                HK-dir
Content production "When I" concept 100 000            80 000               60 000               50 000               50 000               340 000                HK-dir
CreaTeME talks 60 000               62 100               64 274               66 523               68 851               321 748                HK-dir
CreaTeME webpage 500 000            50 000               150 000            50 000               100 000            850 000                HK-dir
Total procurement of services 1 348 000        578 080            663 063            568 570            634 620            3 792 333            

Procurement of equipment 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Total Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Finance source

Equipment for 360 video &  VR-pedagogy 100 000            20 000               20 700               21 425               22 174               184 299                HK-dir
Expand state-of-the-art equipment at DPM 300 000            220 000            120 000            120 000            70 000               830 000                HK-dir
Equipment "gear-library" 200 000            20 000               20 700               21 425               22 174               284 299                HK-dir
Expansion of Odderøya Collective to "artist in residence" 150 000            80 000               82 800               85 698               88 697               487 195                HK-dir
Total procurement of equipment 2 098 000        340 000            244 200            248 547            203 046            1 785 793            

Other operational costs 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Total Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Finance source

Centre cost, travel, subsistence for centre business 100 000            103 500            107 123            110 872            114 752            536 247                HK-dir
Meetings with members of reference group 50 000               51 750               53 561               55 436               57 376               268 123                HK-dir
Funding for student innovation group projects 50 000               51 750               53 561               55 436               57 376               268 123                HK-dir
National networks for technology on instruments 100 000            75 000               77 625               80 342               83 154               416 121                HK-dir
National networks for entrepreneurship in higher music education 50 000               25 000               25 875               26 781               27 718               155 374                HK-dir
Genus-project: "Be the change" 500 000            250 000            250 000            250 000            250 000            1 500 000            HK-dir
Genus-project: "Be the change" 250 000            250 000            250 000            250 000            1 000 000            NORDPLUS
CreaTeME annual conference 200 000            207 000            214 245            221 744            229 505            1 072 493            HK-dir
CreaTeME Worshops and seminars 200 000            207 000            214 245            221 744            229 505            1 072 493            HK-dir
Participation at conferences, workshops, seminars (all WPs) 530 000            548 550            567 749            587 620            608 187            2 842 107            HK-dir
Funding for projects with associated partners  (all WPs) 500 000            517 500            535 613            554 359            573 762            2 681 233            HK-dir
Funding for student projects and other projects  (all WPs) 500 000            517 500            535 613            554 359            573 762            2 681 233            HK-dir
CreaTeME festival 600 000            600 000                HK-dir
Total other operational costs 2 780 000        2 804 550        2 885 209        2 968 692        3 655 096        15 093 547         
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CreaTeME - Center for Excellence in Creative use of Technology in Music Education
BUDGET DETAILS - cost area

Centre Leadership and shared WP costs 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Totalt Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Item

Finance 
source

Director, 30%, ltr 76 (Jan Bang) 423 950            438 789            454 146            470 041            486 493            2 273 420            1 552 705            720 715                Direct costs HK-dir

Co-director, 30% , ltr 72  (Hilde Norbakken) 401 907            415 973            430 532            445 601            461 197            2 155 210            1 434 495            720 715                Direct costs UiA

Centre coordinator, 55%, ltr.67 518 103            536 237            555 005            574 430            594 535            2 778 311            2 362 451            415 859                Direct costs UiA

PhD fellowships,   - shared WP costs 1 190 000        1 231 650        956 091            3 377 741            2 106 121            1 271 620            Direct costs UiA

PhD fellowships,   - shared WP costs 1 190 000        1 231 650        956 091            3 377 741            2 106 121            1 271 620            Direct costs UiA

PhD fellowships,   - shared WP costs 410 550            1 274 758        1 319 374        1 024 164        4 028 846            2 512 104            1 516 742            Direct costs UiA

PhD fellowships,   - shared WP costs 396 667            1 231 650        1 274 758        989 531            3 892 605            2 427 154            1 465 451            Direct costs UiA

Student assistents in WPs, 50% - shared WP costs (5 students, 10%) 303 475            314 097            325 090            336 468            348 245            1 627 374            1 249 320            378 054                Direct costs HK-dir

Student innovation group, (5 students, 10%) 303 475            314 097            325 090            336 468            348 245            1 627 374            1 249 320            378 054                Direct costs HK-dir

Student representatives in centre boards. 10 000               10 350               10 712               11 087               11 475               53 625                   33 437                   20 188                   Direct costs UiA

Centre cost, travel, subsistence for centre business 100 000            103 500            107 123            110 872            114 752            536 247                Other operational costsHK-dir

Meetings with members of reference group 50 000               51 750               53 561               55 436               57 376               268 123                Other operational costsHK-dir

Funding for student innovation group projects 50 000               51 750               53 561               55 436               57 376               268 123                Other operational costsHK-dir

Advisory board meetings, twice a year, 10 members 184 000            190 440            197 105            204 004            211 144            986 694                Procurement of servicesHK-dir

Centre management board (10 internal,  1 eksternal) 44 000               45 540               47 134               48 784               50 491               235 948                Procurement of servicesHK-dir

Total, centre leadership and shared WP costs 5 165 577        6 578 022        7 020 757        4 957 532        3 765 494        27 487 382         17 033 228         8 159 019            

Work Package 1 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Totalt Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Item

Finance 
source

WP Leader cost, 15% ltr 76 (Eirik Askerøi) 211 975            219 394            227 073            235 021            243 246            1 136 710            776 352                360 358                Direct costs HK-dir

WP Co-Leader, 40% ltr 72 (Førsteamenuensis) 535 875            554 631            574 043            594 135            614 929            2 873 613            1 912 660            960 954                Direct costs HK-dir

Student assistents in Drop-in (8 students, 15%) 728 340            753 832            780 216            807 524            835 787            3 905 698            2 998 369            907 329                Direct costs HK-dir

CPD courses freelancers 600 000            250 000            258 750            267 806            277 179            1 653 736            1 100 716            553 019                Direct costs HK-dir

CPD courses institutional staff 600 000            250 000            258 750            267 806            277 179            1 653 736            1 100 716            553 019                Direct costs HK-dir

Training of Drop-in student assistants 80 000               50 000               51 750               53 561               55 436               290 747                Procurement of servicesHK-dir

Technical solutions for peer assessment, one-to-one teaching etc. 150 000            30 000               31 050               32 137               33 262               276 448                Procurement of servicesHK-dir

Equipment for 360 video &  VR-pedagogy 100 000            20 000               20 700               21 425               22 174               184 299                Procurement of equipmentHK-dir

Total WP1 11 974 988         7 888 814            3 334 679            

Work Package 2 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Totalt Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Item

Finance 
source

WP Leader cost, 20% ltr 72 (Jon Marius Aareskjond-Drecker) 267 938            277 316            287 022            297 067            307 465            1 436 807            956 330                480 477                Direct costs UiA

WP Co-Leader, 40% ltr 72 (Førsteamenuensis) 535 875            554 631            574 043            594 135            614 929            2 873 613            1 912 660            960 954                Direct costs UiA

Expand state-of-the-art equipment at DPM 300 000            220 000            120 000            120 000            70 000               830 000                Procurement of equipmentHK-dir

Equipment "gear-library" 200 000            20 000               20 700               21 425               22 174               284 299                Procurement of equipmentHK-dir

Total WP2 5 424 719            2 868 989            1 441 431            

Work Package 3 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Totalt Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Item

Finance 
source

WP Leader cost, 20% ltr 72 (Torun Berg Eriksen) 267 938            277 316            287 022            297 067            307 465            1 436 807            956 330                480 477                Direct costs UiA

WP Co-Leader, 40% ltr 72 (Førsteamenuensis) 535 875            554 631            574 043            594 135            614 929            2 873 613            1 912 660            960 954                Direct costs UiA

Live electronics (60 credits) 200 000            200 000                133 119                66 881                   Direct costs HK-dir

Technical solutions for remote co-creation 80 000               20 000               10 000               10 000               10 000               130 000                Procurement of servicesHK-dir

Expansion of Odderøya Collective to "artist in residence" 150 000            80 000               82 800               85 698               88 697               487 195                Procurement of equipmentHK-dir

National networks for technology on instruments 100 000            75 000               77 625               80 342               83 154               416 121                Other operational costsHK-dir

Total WP3 5 543 736            3 002 108            1 508 312            

Work Package 4 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Totalt Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Item

Finance 
source

WP Leader cost, 20% ltr 76 (Daniel Nordgård) 282 634            292 526            302 764            313 361            324 329            1 515 613            1 035 136            480 477                Direct costs UiA

WP Co-Leader, 30% ltr 72 (Førsteamenuensis) 401 907            415 973            430 532            445 601            461 197            2 155 210            1 471 969            683 241                Direct costs UiA

10 credit course 125 000            250 000            375 000                249 598                125 402                Direct costs UiA

National networks for entrepreneurship in higher music education 50 000               25 000               25 875               26 781               27 718               155 374                Other operational costsHK-dir

Total WP4 4 201 197            2 756 704            1 289 120            

Work Package 5 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Totalt Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Item

Finance 
source

WP Leader cost, 30% ltr 72 (Hege Beckmann og Tormod Anundsen) 401 907            415 973            430 532            445 601            461 197            2 155 210            1 434 495            720 715                Direct costs UiA

WP Co-Leader, 40% ltr 72 (Førsteamenuensis) 535 875            554 631            574 043            594 135            614 929            2 873 613            1 912 660            960 954                Direct costs UiA

Semestrial workshops on health, technology  & citizenship 140 000            144 900            149 972            155 221            160 653            750 745                499 691                251 054                Direct costs UiA

Curriculum revision 80 000               80 000               40 000               -                        -                        200 000                133 119                66 881                   Direct costs UiA

10 credit course 125 000            250 000            375 000                249 598                125 402                Direct costs UiA

Genus-project: "Be the change" 500 000            250 000            250 000            250 000            250 000            1 500 000            Other operational costsHK-dir

Genus-project: "Be the change" 250 000            250 000            250 000            250 000            1 000 000            Other operational costsNORDPLUS

Total WP5 8 854 569            4 229 562            2 125 007            

Dissemination 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027  Total Direct costs
Overhead 
costs/TDI Item

Finance 
source

Dissemination Officer, 25% ltr 70 238 316            246 657            255 290            264 225            273 473            1 277 959            1 088 932            189 027                Direct costs HK-dir

Dissemination Team, staff member, 10% ltr 70 95 326               98 663               102 116            105 690            109 389            511 184                435 573                75 611                   Direct costs UiA

Dissemination Team, student, 10% ltr 43 60 695               62 819               65 018               67 294               69 649               325 475                276 758                48 717                   Direct costs HK-dir

Webpage add-on for "When I" concept 150 000            50 000               51 750               53 561               55 436               360 747                Procurement of servicesHK-dir

Content production "When I" concept 100 000            80 000               60 000               50 000               50 000               340 000                Procurement of servicesHK-dir

CreaTeME talks and podcasts 60 000               62 100               64 274               66 523               68 851               321 748                Procurement of servicesHK-dir

CreaTeME webpage 500 000            50 000               150 000            50 000               100 000            850 000                Procurement of servicesHK-dir

CreaTeME annual conference 200 000            207 000            214 245            221 744            229 505            1 072 493            Other operational costsHK-dir

CreaTeME Workshops and seminars 200 000            207 000            214 245            221 744            229 505            1 072 493            Other operational costsHK-dir

Participation at conferences, workshops, seminars (all WPs) 530 000            548 550            567 749            587 620            608 187            2 842 107            Other operational costsHK-dir

Funding for projects with associated partners  (all WPs) 500 000            517 500            535 613            554 359            573 762            2 681 233            Other operational costsHK-dir

Funding for student projects and other projects  (all WPs) 500 000            517 500            535 613            554 359            573 762            2 681 233            Other operational costsHK-dir

CreaTeME festival 600 000            600 000                Other operational costsHK-dir

Total Dissemination 14 936 671         1 801 262            313 355                
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Financial Plan 
The total budget of CreaTeME is 78.424.000 NOK. 48.7% of the total budget plan is HK-dir 
funding (38.227.000 NOK) and will cover procurement of services, procurement of equipment, 
other operational costs, and parts of direct and indirect costs (for details, see budget: attachment 
5, page 2). 1.3% of the total budget is through external funding (1.000.000 NOK from 
Nordplus) for the ‘task forces’ in collaboration with the Genus Project and partly AKKS. UiA 
will dedicate 50% of the total centre costs from in-kind (39.197.000 NOK), including 18.7% 
through the Ph.D. candidates (14.677.00 NOK). Own funding will be split 50/50 between UiA's 
board and the faculty of fine arts. In-kind is according to labour costs and indirect costs (TDI-
model), and is based on the University’s standard rates, both for staff and students.  

Budget explanation 
The CreaTeME budget consists of all the costs associated with the Centre including direct and 
indirect centre expenditure. The budget is displayed in three different ways: overview (page 
1), by cost type (page 2), and by cost area (page 3). The overview display (page 1) repeats 
the summary from espresso, while also defining the colours for cost types. Expenses have 
been adjusted with an annual inflation rate of 3.5%. 

The cost type display (page 2) sorts the budget by cost type. 10.3% of the budget will be 
assigned directly to active involvement of students (stipends/grants for student projects not 
included). Further, our emphasis on dissemination is reflected in our allocation of 19% of the 
total budget to dissemination strategies and activities, including labour cost, travel costs for 
artistic projects, workshops, seminars and conferences; development and maintenance of 
necessary web content (such as “when I…” and CreaTeME talk podcast), the CreaTeME 
festival, and conferences arranged by CreaTeME. Direct and indirect costs show how in-kind 
is distributed in the Centre’s activities, and amounts to 73.6% of the total budget. Procurement 
of services covers technical development and support and CreaTeME boards, and amounts to 
4.8% of the total budget. Procurement of equipment covers state-of-the-art equipment for 
creative and pedagogical use (including VR technology, 360-degree filming equipment, and 
access to 3D-printing), gear for the “gear-library,” and upgrades for the Odderøya Collective 
for ‘artists in residence’, a total of 2.3% of the total budget. Other operational costs cover 
travel costs for centre management, participation at conferences/workshops/seminars, travel 
costs for WPs (including national networks for technology on instruments, 
national/international networks for entrepreneurship in music education, and ‘task forces’ from 
the Genus Project), CreaTeME conferences and workshops/seminars (costs include 
administrative management, refreshments, accommodation, meeting rooms and invited 
speakers), and project funding for associated partners, students and external applicants, and the 
CreaTeME festival. Travel costs amounts to 8.5% of the total budget, CreaTeME arrangements 
to 3.5%, and stipends and grants for projects to 7.2%. 

The cost area display (page 3) sorts the budget by CreaTeME application structure (part II). 
Centre leadership and shared WP costs covers the overall management of CreaTeME and 
shared WP costs (four PhD candidates and WP student assistants). All WPs have a leader and 
a co-leader, with minor variations in the appointments according to expected workload. WP1, 
with its explicit focus on pedagogical developments, has the greatest budget mainly due to its 
expected output student-driven drop-in and two CPD courses. Course development costs for 
planning and execution of new teaching methods will include necessary internal and external 
consulting services. WP1 will also invest to explore VR technology and peer assessment. WP2 
will explore state-of-the-art technology and will make necessary investments to access this 
technology, and to establish (and maintain) a ‘gear-library’ for the students. WP3 will invest to 
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expand the Odderøya Collective for inclusion of ‘artists in residence’, and also to establish 
technical solutions for remote co-creation. WP3 will further cover expenses to establish active 
networks for creative and pedagogical use of technology connected to traditional instruments. 
WP4 budget will cover development for a 10-credit entrepreneurship course and establish a 
national (and eventually international) network for entrepreneurship in music education. WP5 
has the second largest WP budget, mainly due to cost of the diversity ‘task forces’ (partly 
covered by external funding), which are labour intensive and also tie to the development of the 
10-credit course. Crucially, some outputs of the WPs will be covered through grants for projects 
with associated partners, external applicants and student projects. As such, these activities are 
regarded as integrated dissemination, and so are placed in the dissemination budget, which also 
covers the labour cost for the dissemination group. The dissemination budget further covers 
expenses related to conferences, workshops and seminars, both external and internal, as well as 
the CreaTeME Festival. Lastly, the dissemination budget covers production and maintenance 
of web content, including webpage, the “when I…” concept, and podcasts. 
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Centre for Excellence in Creative use of Technologies in Music Education – 
host institution’s statement 

In reference to the call for proposals for new Centres for Excellence in Education 2022, the 
University of Agder (UiA) promotes the proposal for Centre for Excellence in Creative use of 
Technologies in Music Education (CreaTeME). 

UiA’s vision is “co-creation of tomorrow’s knowledge”. In our culture, we emphasize quality, 
creativity, boldness, critical thinking, ethical reflection and diversity. Furthermore, our 
interdisciplinary priority areas include “technology in a changing society” and “art and 
society”. The theme, focus and ambitions of CreaTeME lies in the interception of these 
values and priorities.  

During the past years, the department of popular music (DPM) has designed and 
successfully implemented several pioneering initiatives in the area of education, 
demonstrating their constant drive forward. DPM combines music higher education – a field 
where tradition plays a particularly significant role – to possibilities and demands posed by 
technology, and weaves this combination into new courses, novel degree programmes, new 
student-active pedagogies, and externally funded development projects. Their approach to 
innovation in higher music education is cross-disciplinary, underscoring a new approach to 
artistic identity as well as to teaching and learning. The centre’s combination of music higher 
education, technology, entrepreneurship, and societal change increases the employability of 
graduates, sets a platform for effective dissemination and transferability of its outputs, and 
responds to UiA’s strategy 2021-2024 in multiple ways:  

“UiA educates and shapes candidates who are well prepared for the future society and 
working life. Our candidates shall be able to acquire and apply new knowledge in new ways 
throughout their lives.”  

“UiA develops new knowledge, challenges established knowledge and contributes solutions to 
interdisciplinary societal challenges.”  

“UiA disseminates knowledge from its academic activities, both through teaching and through 
contributing to the public debate, with research-based knowledge and artistic forms of 
expression.” 

The centre’s networks within the music industry are extensive, covering regional, national, 
Nordic and global levels. The department has integrated their industrial and academic 
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networks into their teaching, which is also shown as a particularly strong component of the 
centre proposal. In addition to the networks of DPM, UiA has recently become a member of 
FORTHEM, a European University alliance. The alliance provides further networks 
particularly from the perspective of co-creation, cross-disciplinary collaboration and 
dissemination of results; to name an example, one FORTHEM partner (University of 
Jyväskylä, Finland) hosts two Centre’s of Excellence (CoE) having thematic linkages with 
CreaTeMe; CoE in Game Culture Studies and CoE in Music, Mind, Body and Brain. The 
combined networks of DPM and FORTHEM function as amplifiers for the centre’s 
dissemination activities and a tray for future initiatives in the area of activating student 
expertise in teaching and learning, relying heavily on developing technology. 

UiA supports the centre financially and administratively. Recently, UiA has strengthened its 
staffing connected to externally funded education projects, and the centre takes use of 
administrative services provided both at faculty level and central administration. UiA has 
previous experience in running a centre for excellence in education; the Centre for Research, 
Innovation and Coordination of Mathematics Teaching (MatRIC) holds the status of SFU until 
2023. The key actors of MatRIC have contributed to the design of CreaTeME, and provide 
their expertise also for the management of CreaTeME. UiA confirms the own contribution 
stipulated in the centre budget. The own contribution from UiA is agreed to be shared 50/50 
between the faculty of fine arts at UiA and UiA’s board. UiA’s financial commitment to the 
proposed centre further demonstrates the extent of engagement and dedication on behalf of 
the institution’s management. 

In conclusion, UiA expresses its full support for CreaTeMe, and considers the status of 
Centre for Excellence in Education as a natural step forward in DPM’s ambitious work with 
educational and pedagogical innovation.  

 

 

Sincerely 
 
 
Sunniva Whittaker 
Rector 
 

This document is digitally signed. 

 
         

 
         



Curriculum vitae, Jan Bang (CreaTeME director) 
Date of birth: 21.08.1968.   E-mail: jan.bang@uia.no.   Web: www.janbang.org    www.punktfestival.no   

Career summary 
Jan Bang (b.1968) is an internationally acclaimed Norwegian musician, record producer and Professor 
at Department of Popular Music at the University of Agder. He teaches and supervises at bachelor, 
master and PhD level and has extensive experience in organizing scientific and artistic events. Bang 
also teaches part-time at Det Frie Kandidat-Studiet (FRIKA) at NMH, and performs masterclasses and 
workshops at a number of colleges in Europe including St. Louis School of Music, Rome; University of 
York; Trinity College, Dublin; University of Hull; University of Novarra, Italy.  

Bang is the artistic director of the internationally renowned Punkt festival, which in addition to 
the mother festival in Kristiansand has visited 27 cities internationally, including London, Tallinn, 
Tokyo, Prague, Mannheim, Dusseldorf, Montreal, and Paris. He has extensive experience in project 
management from Punkt and from his role as music producer for a number of national and 
international releases on ECM, Rune Grammofon, BMG, EMI, VIRGIN, OKEH and Samadhisound. He 
has released 19 solo albums, contributed on more than 300 recordings, and performed a substantial 
number of concerts around the world, in collaboration with a number of musicians such as Jon Hassell, 
David Sylvian, Sidsel Endresen, Hamid Drake, Sly & Robbie, Nils Petter Molvær, Arve Henriksen, Eivind 
Aarset , Stefano Bollani, Audun Kleive and Arve Henriksen.  

Bang has on several occasions received scholarships as a composer and performing musician 
from Statens Kunstnerstipend, Det Norske Komponistfond, Komponistenes Vederlagsfond, Norsk 
Kulturråd, TONO, NOPA, FFUK, FFLB, NJF, Agder fylkeskommune and Kristiansand kommune. 
Appointments and prizes include Agder County Municipality's Culture Prize (2019); 2010 The Canon 
Award for Film Music of the Year; 2 nominations and 4 Norwegian Grammy awards as a producer; Rolf 
Gammleng Award as Studio musician of the year. Current and previous positions in boards and 
associations include Punkt (artistic director and board member); board member of National Jazz 
Scene; Nomination Committee Member TONO; Arts Council Norway: The Cultural Fund. 

Selected artistic works – solo & collaborations 
2021  Bang / Toop / Wastell - A Compound Full of Bones, Translucent Thousands (Confront). 
2021  Dark Star Safari – Walk Through Lightly (Arjuna).  
2020  Eivind Aarset / Jan Bang – Snow Catches on her Eyelashes (Jazzland) 
2019  Dark Star Safari: Jan Bang / Eivind Aarset / Erik Honoré / Samuel Rohrer – Dark Star Safari  
2018  Sidsel Endresen / Jan Bang – Hum (Confront) 
2017  Sly & Robbie meet Nils Petter Molvaer- Nordub (Okey/Sony)  
2016  Tigran Hamasyan/Arve Henriksen/Eivind Aarset/Jan Bang - Atmosphèrés (ECM)  
2015  David Sylvian – Playing the Schoolhouse (Confront) 
2013  Jan Bang – Narrative from the Subtropics (Jazzland) 
2012  Jan Bang / Erik Honoré / David Sylvian – Uncommon Deities (Samadhisound)  
2010  Jan Bang – ...And Poppies from Kandahar (Samadhisound) 
Film compositions  
2013  Victoria – Director: Torun Lian, 2013 
2009  Jakten på Hukommelsen – Director: Thomas Lien  
2000  Ballen i Øyet – Director: Cathrine Telle  

Commissioning work  
2017  The Height of the Reeds - Installation at the Humber Bridge on a commission by the Opera  

North as part of Hull 2017 UK City of Culture. 
2016  Pleasure Garden – A site specific installation in collaboration with Genevieve Lacey,  

commissioned by the Sydney Festival and presented in Vaucluse Garden in January 2016 . 
2013  Noticing Things – Collaboration with Japanese contemporary composer Dai Fujikura.  
2010  Extentions – Commission from the Goethe Institute and Schumannfest. Performed at the 

Robert Schumann hall, Düsseldorf as part of the Shumann -200th anniversary.  



Curriculum vitae, Hilde Norbakken (CreaTeME co-director) 
 
Date of birth: 12.09.1975.    E-mail: hilde.norbakken@uia.no    Web: https://www.hildenorbakken.com  
 
Raised on Smøla, Norway. Curently living in Kristiansand, Norway. Singer, composer, teacher and 
pianist. Ass. professor at the University of Agder (UiA), Institute of Popular Music, Kristiansand, 
Norway.  
 
Education 
2001 - 2002 1 year course in Composing and Music Technologi, UiA 
1997 – 2001 Bachelor  popular music performance ,  HiA Faculty of Fine Arts, vocal studies 
1995 – 1997   Musikk grunnfag, Bibelskolen i Staffeldsgate. 
1994 – 1997 Atlanten vgsk. Musikklinje.  
 
Artistic Projects 
Recording and performing artist in solo projects and multiple collaborations. Recent years with Frode 
Alnæs, Hilde Norbakken Trio, Norbakken/Haaland Duo, Jan Bang/Eivind Aarset, Dance with a Stranger, 
and Ingolv Haaland.  
 
Other Collaborations 
Vocal Producer for Kilden Theatre and Concert-house. Andy Puma & the Big Band Loonies. 
Kristiansand Symphony Orchestra, Choir Conductor/producer/composer for Mosaic (N), Tommy  
Körberg (SE) og Øyvind Blunch Chat Noir i Oslo, Beat for Beat, NRK 2007, Samuel Ljungblahd (SE), Åge 
Sten Nilsen, Elisabeth Andreassen, Secret Garden, Lars Lillo Stenberg, Tv2 Monster production (Idol, 
Skal vi danse), Terje Formoe, Kristiansand Jazzvesen. 
 
Teaching 
2006 – current: Assistent Professor at the Universitetet i Agder. Department of Popular Music.  

Teaching vocals, songwriting, ensemble and arranging.  
Study-program leader for Bachelor in Popular Music – UiA 

2000 – 2004:  Vocal teatcher part-time at Ansgarskolen, Søgne Folkehøgskole, BiG, HiA. 
 
Coach(ed) for artists such as: Tom Hugo Hermansen, Alejandro Fuentes, Agnes Kittelsen, Elisabeth 
Moberg, Mia Gundersen, Frida Ånnevik, Hanne Kolstø, Knut Marius Djupvik, Marianne Engebretsen. 
Carina Frantzen (Phone Joan), Edvard Valberg (Honningbarna),   
 
Organisational Development 
Member of the board for SØRF; developing-group for designing the new curriculum for public music 
school (national level); developing curriculum for the bachelorprogramme “Teacher in music”, 
bachelorprogramme “Performing Popular Music”, Masters programme in Songwriting at UiA. 
Initiator and leader of GENUS-network/conferances together with Keld Hosbond (RAMA) and Lars 
Anderssom (Musikhøgskolan I Malmø).  



Curriculum vitae, Daniel Nordgård (WP4 leader) 
 
Date of birth: 20.05.1976.    E-mail: daniel.nordgard@uia.no  

Current positions: 
2017 – current: Associate professor and Specialization leader, PhD-program in popular music, 
University of Agder, Norway. 
2017 – current: Senior researcher/NORCE/Norway 

Previous Positions (selected) 
2013-2017: Assistant professor in Music Management, Masters program/ University of 
Agder/ Norway 
2008-2009: Head of Culture and arts/Sørlandet Kunnskapspark AS/Norge 
2007-2008: Festival manager/The Quartfestival/Norway 

Current projects 
2020-2024: CROWDCUL/Research program on crowdfunding in the cultural sectors/WP-
leader/ funded by the Norwegian Research Council (total budget €825.000) 
2020-2023: MuSEc/Research project on fair remuneration in digital music business(partner 
and researcher/funded by the Norwegian Research Council (total budget €1,6m) 
2020-2022: AURORA/Innovation Norway funded business network on new revenue streams 
and usage of metadata (total budget €300.000) 

Positions in boards and associations (selected) 
2021- 
2021- 

2020- 
2020- 

2020 
2017- 
2016-2020 

2016- 
2015- 

2013 

Member, The Norwegian Government’s commission for complaints in Covid-19 relief 
Expert evaluator for Horizon Europe, EU 

Expert evaluator for MSCA Postdoctoral fellowships, EU 
Chairman of the board, Sørnorsk Filmsenter 

Member of the board, Norsk Publikumsutvikling 
Deputy chair of the board, GRAMO (Norway’s neighbouring rights society) 
Member of the board, NFI: The Norwegian Filminstitute 

Member of the board, Gramart (Norway’s featured artist coalition) 
Member of Executive Committee, IMBRA,  

Leader of the Government’s committee on digital challenges in the music industry  

Selected publications 
Nordgård, D. (2022). Nesten alene: Artisten, økonomien og bransjen. I S. Røyseng, H. 

Stavrum & J. Vinge (Red.), Musikerne, bransjen og samfunnet (Kap. 8, s. 199–221). 
Cappelen Damm Akademisk. https://doi.org/10.23865/noasp.160.ch8 

Nordgård, D. (2021) Views from the boundaries: Music streaming revisited. MedieKultur: 
Journal of media and communication research, 37(70), 032-049. 

Nordgård, D (2018) The Music Business and Digital Impacts: Innovations and Disruptions in 
the Music Industries, Cham, Switzerland, Springer Nature 

Nordgård, D (2017) Assessing Music Streaming and Industry Disruptions, in Meil, P. and 
Kirov, V. (Eds.) (2017). Policy Implications of Virtual Work. Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan 

Nordgård, D. (2016) Lessons From the Worlds Most Advanced Market for Music Streaming 
Services, in Business  Innovation and Disruptions in the Music Industries,

 Massachusetts, Edward Elgar Publishing 
 



Curriculum vitae, Hege Beckmann (WP5 leader) 
 

Date of birth: 05.09.1973.    E-mail: hege.b.beckmann@uia.no.  

Education 
2014 Ph.D., Department of Music Therapy and Music Education, the Norwegian Academy of Music 
2000 Master’s, Department of Musicology, University of Oslo 

Positions 
2018- Associate professor, Study coordinator, Faculty of Fine Arts, Department of Classical Music 

and Music Education, University of Agder, Norway  
2014-2018 Associate professor, director of Music Department, Ansgar University College, Norway  
2008-2014 Ph.d.-fellow, Ansgar University College, Music Department, Norway (40%)  
2008-2014 Ph.d.-fellow, Sørlandet Hospital, Department of Child and Adolescent Mental Health Care, 

Norway (40%) 
2003-2008 Lecturer of Music, director of Music Department, Ansgar University College, Norway 
2001-2003 Lecturer of Music, Ansgar University College, Norway  

Project management experience 
2020 –  Project manager for “Music, culture and health, Continuing Education” funded by DIKU - 

Norwegian Agency for International Cooperation and Quality Enhancement in Higher 
Education 

2016, 2013, 
2012 

Steering committee for “Livskilden”, Art that changes lives, life that changes art (Norway).  

Institutional responsibilities 
2018-2020 Head of expert committee for appointment to an academic position at Ansgar University 

College and Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences  
2018 Head of PhD Adjudication committee, Ansgar University College 
2014- Reviewer in the following scientific journals: 

Routledge, ISME 
Tidsskriftet Norges Barnevern 
Centre for Research in Music and Health Publication Series 

Memberships of academies /scientific societies / networks  
2020- Network for arts, culture and health in Agder (Norway), Leader  
2019- The Norwegin Centre for Arts and Culture in Education  
2019- Sangbarsk – Singing in Kindergarten and School.   
2018- Nordic Network for Research in Music and Public Health 
2018- Agder Vocal forum, Norway 
2016- Norwegian association for Music Therapy 
2011-2013 Nordic Network for Research in Music, Culture and Health 

 
Selected Publications 
Beckmann, H. B. (2019). «Hvis det går en dag uten musikk, føler jeg at jeg ikke har levd den dagen» – om  

ungdommers musikkbruk som en eksistensiell ressurs. Tidsskriftet Norges Barnevern. ISSN: 0800-
1014. 96 (01-02). s 6 - 21. doi:10.18261/ISSN.1891-1838-2019-01-02-02. 

Balsnes, A. H.; Beckmann, H. B. (2017). "Musikken kan jeg ikke leve uten!" : Musikk som kilde til menneskets  
meningsskaping. Hva er nå et menneske? : tverrfaglige bidrag. ISBN: 9788202566258. Cappelen 
Damm Akademisk. Kapittel 10. s 208 - 228. 

Beckmann, H.B. (2014). Den livsviktige musikken. En kvalitativ undersøkelse om musikk, ungdom og helse.  
Doktorgradsavhandling, Norges Musikkhøgskole, Oslo. 

Beckmann, H. B. (2013). Music, adolescents and health : narratives about how young people use music as a  
health resource in daily life. Musical Life Stories. Narratives on Health Muscking. ISBN: 978-82-7853-
081-8. Norges musikkhøgskole. Kapittel. s 95 - 116. 



Curriculum Vitae, Tormod Wallem Anundsen (WP5 leader) 

 Date of Birth:     24.05.1967.       E-mail: tormod.w.anundsen@uia.no 
   

Education Year Institution Degree 
 1993 University of Oslo Cand. Mag. (BA) Music / Humanities 
 1996 University of Oslo Cand. Phil. (Master by thesis) Musicology. 
 2014 University of Oslo  PhD, Musicology  

Work - Employed as Associate Professor at University of Agder, Faculty of Fine Arts, 
since August 2013 to date, and from August 1997-July 2013 as Assistant 
Professor (*). Teaching a variety of courses, currently with a main emphasis 
on artistic research and interdisciplinary research methodologies on 
Master’s and PhD level (see below) 

 - PhD fellowship at UiA Faculty of Fine Arts, Dept. of Music from 2006-2010 
(*part-time 60% PhD fellow & 40% Assistant Professor for 5 years) 

 - Fulbright and Leiv Eriksson PhD fellow grants for exchange to UCLA 
Department of Ethnomusicology January-July 2009 

Administrative / 
coordination 

experience 

- Member of the University Board, University of Agder (Elected 
representative of scientific staff). From November 2021. 

- Project leader "Encounters – Through arts, ethnography and education". 
Erasmus+ (EU) Strategic Partnership programme, 2019–2022 

 - Project leader "Ethnography as artistic research" 2017-19, summer courses 
in Lesvos, Greece, combining site-specific artistic practice and ethnographic 
research. Teachers from Norway, Greece, UK / Iraq. Funded by DIKU 

 - Research coordination: PhD programme board, Art in context PhD 
specialization, UiA Faculty of Fine Arts, from January 2017 
Faculty research board from September 2017 

- Programme leader of interdisciplinary Master’s programme in Fine Arts 
(Music, theatre, visual arts) from Aug 2011 to Dec 2018 

 - Conference coordination: Rethinking Art Education (May 2015), Art in 
Context (June 2016), Grieg Research School (June 2021), Cutting Edge 
Kulturskole (February 2022). 

 - Project leader "Music and society – international study in local context" 
2011-2013. Supported by Norgesuniversitetet 

 - Project leader of UiA's international collaboration programs in Arts and 
Cultural Education from 2002 to 2011. Partners: Dhow Countries Music 
Academy, Zanzibar, and Edward Said National Conservatory of Music, 
Palestine. Supported by NORAD, FK Norway and SiU.  

 - Head of Department of Music Education 2001-2002 and 2003-2006 

Teaching - Teaching and course leader in PhD specialization Art in context since start 
2017 to date, courses Research, methods and theory of science, and Music 
in context 

 - Supervising 4 PhD candidates, Art in context, from September 2019 to date 
 - Teaching in all courses in UiA's transdisciplinary Master's program in fine 

arts, emphasis on developing student research methodologies and 
connections between arts practice and research practice.  

 - Supervised 12 MA students to successful completion of degree  
 - Teaching BA program Music Convening from start 2015 to date  

 



Curriculum vitae, Jon Marius Aareskjold-Drecker (WP2 leader) 
 
Date of birth: 20.05.1976.  E-mail: jon.m.aareskjold-drecker@uia.no  

Bio 
Jon Marius Aareskjold is an associate professor in music technology at UiA – Universitetet i Agder, 
doing research in ambisonic composition and music production practice. He is also a musician, 
composer and producer with 15 years of experience in the international music industry. Aareskjold 
has collaborated with artists such as Rihanna, a-ha and Nils Petter Molvær, and has had extensive 
collaborations with US based production teams Stargate and Espionage. In 2017, Aareskjold created a 
commissioned piece in ambisonics for the centennial of Norsk Komponistforening (NKF), and in 2020 
he created a 3D-audio installation for the Nordlys festival. From 1999-2007, he was manager of 
Espionage Studios, a multi-facility studio handling multiple international productions. From 2008 
Aareskjold has taught music production at the University of Tromsø. In 2010-2013 Aareskjold was part 
of the administration at the Music Conservatory at UiT, and responsible for the procurement of all 
equipment and all tenders at the Conservatory, along with maintenance of equipment and 
instruments. From 2013, he has taught electronic music at the University of Agder   

Career 
2013-22: Associate professor in Electronic Music at Department of Popular Music, UiA 
2008-22:  Associate professor in Music Technology at the Music Conservatory, UiT 
2010-13:  Administrative consultant at the Music Conservatory, UiT 
1999-07: Studio manager, Espionage Studios 
1996-21:  Music Producer, Sound engineer 
1996-98: Sound engineer, AVAB-CAC AS (now Bright) 
1995-21:  Music programming and composition 
1992-96: Engineering studies at NTNU 

Recent publications: 
Brøvig-Hanssen, Ragnhild; Sandvik, Bjørnar E.; and Aareskjold, Jon Marius (2020). “Dynamic Range  

Processing’s Influence on Perceived Timing in Electronic Dance Music.” Music Theory Online. 
Brøvig-Hanssen, Ragnhild; Sandvik, Bjørnar E.; Aareskjold, Jon Marius; and Danielsen, Anne (2021).  

“The Organic Grid: Sound and Timing in Electronic Dance Music.” Music Theory Spectrum. 

Artistic publications (selected) 
Rihanna – Good Girl Gone Bad. Sound engineer.  
Beyoncé - Irreplaceable (Single, Universal). Sound engineer.  

US Billboard # 1 for 10 weeks.  
Beyoncé – B’Day (Album, Universal). Sound engineer.  
Train – Hey, Soul Sister (Single, Columbia Records). Sound engineer. 

#3 Billboard Hot 100. Grammy, best pop performance.  
a-ha - Minor Earth Major Sky (Album, wea records Germany). Sound engineer.   
Nils Petter Molvær - Solid Ether. Sound engineer and programming.  
 Norwegian Grammy, open category.  
Sound of Light – Commisioned work to Nordlysfestivalen.  
Nils Petter Molvær – Bouancy (Album, Okeh/Sony Music) Mix and co-production. 
              Norwegian Grammy in Jazz, nominated for best international album, German Echo Awards. 
Chris Lee – Love Ghost (Album, Oslo Records). Mix. 

Nominated to Norwegian Grammy (best hip-hop album). 
Chris Brown - With You (Single, JIVE/Zomba) Sound engineer.  

US Billboard # 2. 
Chris Brown - Exclusive (Album, JIVE/Zomba). Sound engineer. 


